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Liberal Diva Endorsement Quesionnaire 
SDCDP 2020 Election 

 

Name_______Georgine Tomasi______________             AD______75_____ 

Email_______ gtsmrrc@aol.com________________       Phone__760-390-0553_______ 

 

Please keep all answers to 150 words or less. 

1 Why do you want to be on the San Diego County Central 
Committee?  

I am running on a slate in AD 75 with 5 other candidates (Gloria Conejo, Terri Corrales, 
Gibhran Jimenez, Wayne Lu and Vanessa Valenzuela). We have been to CC meetings 
and strongly concur that the only way to change the dynamics and direction of the 
Central Committee is to run as a candidate. We are serious progressive candidates who 
are committed, if we are fortunate to win, to make this happen.  

2 What is/are the issue(s) that concern you most (name up to 
three)?  

 Biggest issue for me is term limits for Central Committee members. My personal and 
professional belief is that people who can “technically” be elected “forever” can 
stagnate the organization and lead to group think or what I call “incestual decision 
making.” To keep vibrancy, dynamic thinking, and a flux of ongoing progressive ideas, 
it necessitates an organization to bring new people onboard on a frequent basis not 
every 30-40 years.      

3 How would being on the SDCDP with those/that issue(s)?  

I would immediately work on addressing term limits with other Committee members. I 
am not naïve to believe this will be an easy task. Many people like coming to meetings 
and being part of the Central Committee for life.  The other members on my slate also 
believe in term limits and would support and work to see this would happen.   
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4 Would you help bring forward and/or support a bylaw change 
that would get rid of the lifetime appointment (circle one) for 
Central Committee members?    

BIG YES! Since my number one issue with the Central Committee is term limits. Hopefully we 
get enough new progressive Committee members elected that support term limits and a 
bylaws change.    

 

Yes                No 

 

5 What qualifies you to be on the Central Committee?  

No idea what qualifies a person to be on the Central Committee, but these are some of 
the things I did and/or are currently doing: 1) Former high school history teacher; 2) 
Staff for twenty years with the California Teachers Association; 3) President of the 
Escondido Democratic Club; 4) Member of the Escondido Union School Board; 
5)Member of the San Diego County Platform Committee, which the Central Committee 
is having a “hard time” to vote to approve; 6) Will officially retire March 1, 2020.   

 

6 Have you read the Bylaws, the Policies and Procedures and the 
Code of Conduct for the SDCDP? I did, but I can not retain all 
content permanently in my brain. Always have to back and re-
read. 

Yes       No 

7 Who did you vote for President in the 2016 Democratic Primary? 
 

Hillary Clinton           Bernie Sanders     Donald Trump         Other or No Choice 
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8 If elected to the SDCDP, who will you pick as your alternate?  

If any of the six on my slate do not make it, I will ask the person/s that did not get 
elected if they would like to serve as my alternate….that is assuming I win.  

 

9 How do you determine your support for or against a candidate or 
an initiative?  

Simple: For a candidate: Support for the things that I have fought for my entire life- the 
right of workers to unionize and bargain the terms and conditions of their 
employment; health care (for all people) not attached to employment; affordable rent 
and housing; pro-choice. In the last Primary, Bernie represented my union values and 
in 4 years remains consistent in the values and practices I have embraced for over 40 
years. With initiatives: A lot of reading, and support from the organization I worked for 
the past 21 years- California Teachers Association. Most of the time they are on the 
right side of the measure or initiative. 

 

 

10 Give an example of a time when you disagreed with a friend 
about something that you felt very strongly about.  Are you still 
friends with that person?  

I worked as a union Representative for over 25 years, I also have been a member of a 
union for over 40. No way can you exist in the world of unions, without butting heads 
with a colleague, friend, etc. I have disagreed with tons of other colleagues. If I did not 
talk to my colleagues each and every time we disagreed on an issue, I would have been 
out of a job and a great career.  

 

11 What are two things you are willing to do to help get Democrats 
elected?  

What I always do; Precinct walking, phone banking, writing postcards, donations. Right 
now I am precinct walking for Bernie. Will be walking for Kate Schwartz, and Olga Diaz, 
and a bond issue the district is sponsoring. 
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12 Tell about a time when you did something that you didn’t like to 
do or disagreed with but did it anyway because it was good for 
other people.  

I sit on a school board and each month I must make decisions for the best of our 
district. Many times, after much back and forth discussion, even though I did not feel 
warm and fuzzy about how people were voting, I considered if the decision, long term, 
would have a positive impact on the district and if the outcome would ultimately 
benefit students than I would vote for the good of the organization and students.  

 

13 Tell about a time you made a mistake.  What did you learn from 
this experience?  

I separated from my significant other and learned never to co-mingle finances, house, 
furniture, bank accounts, etc. with a partner (we were together for over 12 years). 
Took a long legal time for he and I to separate, un-amicably, from each other.   

 

14 What practical skills do you bring to this position?  

I listen well, ask questions, read a lot, seldom miss meetings. 
 

15 Do you have any reason why you would not support the 
endorsed Democratic Presidential candidate in 2020? 

By only thrust in 2020 is to get rid of the Orange Beast. I would support Road Runner if 
he were the Democratic choice for President.  

16 How would you determine your position on an issue or a 
candidate that impact’s an area that you don’t live in?  

I would speak to committee members who live in the area in which the issue will 
impact. I will also seek others who might not live in the impacted area to confirm that 
the committee member’s position reflects the position of their local club.  
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17 Are you on a slate?  If yes, who else is on that slate with you?  
Why are you on that slate?  

Gloria Conjeo, Terri Corrales, Gibhran Jimenez, Wayne Lu, Me and Vanessa Valenzuela. 
I believe who we gathered to be on this slate is reflective of both the demographics in 
Escondido, and County: Young, Old, Hispanic, Asian, White.   

18 Is there any part of the DNC or CDP platform that you don’t agree 
with?  If yes, what is it and why? 

 I serve on the San Diego County Platform Committee. Much of what was written in the 
document came from the DNC, CDP, and members of the Central Committee. Despite 
Central Committee members having hours of input into the platform document, 
committee members are unable to take a vote to approve it. It keeps getting tabled 
until the next meeting. Unfortunately the next meeting never comes. I am hoping if 
enough “new” committee members get elected to the Central Committee, it will 
“finally” come to a vote for approval.    

19 What do you like best about the Democratic Party?  

The synergy, diversity, and variety of ideas generated by members of our party.  
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